
The Data Migration International Group, with US Headquarters in Dallas, is a Swiss
software manufacturer with over 27 years of experience and is set for continued growth
while opening up international markets. Named “Best Software for Application Retirement”
by a leading market research firm, Data Migration International Group has developed the
Java-based information management platform JiVS IMP that can help up to 50,000 SAP
customers worldwide move to S/4HANA® faster and at a lower cost. By managing all legacy
data and information in JiVS, businesses can become more agile, reduce legal risks, retire
applications, meet GDPR requirements, improve data quality and reduce migration costs by
around 25%. Implementing JiVS alongside S/4HANA® is the right approach for SAP
customers to permanently reduce operating costs and invest the savings in digitization
initiatives such as Big Data, IoT, AI etc.

We are:

an international company based in Dallas, Texas (US Headquarters), with global
Headquarters in Switzerland and subsidiary in the United Kingdom. Our experts have
supported more than 2000 implementations across the globe directly and through our
Partners, serving clients based in Europe, North America, Asia-Pacific, and Latin America.
winners of market analyst awards, recognized as "game-changing" in the field SAP
S/4HANA Transformation/ Migration and as “ideal” in the field of Legacy System
Retirement/ Archival Solutions
a prominent company at important trade fairs like DSAG, SAP NOW, and SAPPHIRE while
regularly mentioned on biggest technology news sites (ERP Today) and trade journals (E3
Magazine)
a certified SAP partner, also in the “RISE WITH SAP” Program

About Us

jivs.com

(Full-time, USA, Remote)

us-jobs@dm-international.com

https://jivs.com/partners/
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An agile and pragmatic organization with a hands-on mentality and short decision-
making processes.
Interdisciplinary collaboration and a team-oriented and collegial corporate culture.
Freedom to actively shape our success story and make your mark on it. 
Continuous professional development, together with us as a market leader in an extremely
innovative environment, and you will help us to maintain this position. 
Flexibility regarding tasks, roles, and work model.

Your enthusiasm, client-oriented approach, and desire to learn something new every day.
Your passion and joy to actively participate and shape our development.
Motivated colleagues, who want to join us on our growth journey.
Team players who think outside the box.
Most work remote, willingness to represent the company on business trips.
US citizenship, US based, background check required.

WHAT YOU CAN LOOK FORWARD TO

WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES & TASKS
The JiVS Project Manager’s primary responsibilities include adapting and implementing
our Methodology
Lead planning
Identify, solve or escalate major impediments hindering team progress
Act as a communication liaison between Teams, Solution Owner, Program Manager, and
Stakeholders
Support Risk Management efforts
Plan Feature Integration / Program Integration reviews with team and product
stakeholders
Takes responsibility for Functional customer requirements in a project or program setting.
Plays active role during UATs.
Supports pre-sales activities including RFPs

Withour unique solution,the entire lifecycleof data can be managed independently of systems
and applications – from separating operational from historical data, through the transfer of
historical data and documents from live-systems to the final and legally secure deletionof
data.
Companies can lower their operating costs with JiVS IMP by up to 80%, half the effort
involved in migrating to new software generations and ensure 100% information access as
well as legal certainty.
Today, many of our well-known customers like ABB, ABInBev, ALSTOM, BMW, Campbell’s,
Century, DuPont, Energy Transfer, HP Inc., Mercedes, General Electric, Commerzbank, and
many more benefit from the significant cost advantages as well as the flexibility and agility of
JiVS IMP.

OUR PRODUCT
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7+ years of experience as Project Manager; with strong technical understanding (ERPs)
Strong understanding on how SAP-Transactions & reports are structured (understands
data down to table level)
SAP experience a plus – ERP a must
SQL-skills are a plus
Excellent command of the English language (both written and spoken) 
Excellent communication and analytical skills as well as a sense of responsibility,
independence,
the ability to work in a team.

EXPERIENCE AND REQUIREMENTS
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INTERESTED?
Please send your CV to 
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